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When his words were finished, all the people looked at him ......

There was hope in their eyes ...... on the island!

The culprit of the destruction of the island was the Wolf of the Forest T4000,
which had a very wide reach and even more terrifying because it was a cyborg!

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 was dragging its scarred body, the metal skin was
covered with blood, Lin Hao was also obviously not well, he was injured a lot, although his
healing ability was very strong, but he could not resist bleeding too much, the blood in his body
had already flowed a lot, let people see him, it felt like seeing a mummy ......

But Lin Hao didn't stop attacking!

In the air, the Forest Wolf T4000 was flying around like a ball of leather!

The Forest Wolf T4000 felt Ando's side!

"A submarine destroyed just like that!"



His heart was thumping then, sensing a great crisis!

"Has the second one crashed again?" This time he was horrified!

"It's the third one!" The entire ForestWolf T4000 was in despair, how could it be,
how could it be so soon ......

And, where was the follow up support?

Where was the follow up support?

How come there was none?

"How come there's no more backup! That will kill me! I'll die! I don't want to die!
I don't want to die, I've managed to become so strong and become a top global powerhouse, I've
touched the chance of being a sub-saint, but, but everything is gone ......"

"Lin Hao I hate you! I hate you!" ForestWolf T4000 roared endlessly deep inside,
but didn't dare to shout out, because he wanted to live now, that is to follow his previous thought,
that is, the Dragon Sect didn't dare to kill him!



Finally at the moment Yuan Wu arrived, the Forest Wolf T4000 broke through

his own defensive shield and launched one last attack!

Seeing such a scene, the deputy captain looked a little higher!

However, little did he know that this was a last ditch effort before the Wolf of the

Forest T4000 surrendered, his aim was no longer to die but to stall for time! As long as Yuanwu
arrived, he would fight Lin Hao in his current stance, and once he surrendered, the Dragon Sect,
represented by Yuanwu, would certainly be happy to accept it, and as long as he didn't die,
everything would still have a chance!

"Eh? Is this a fight to the death? Then! Let me see how strong you truly are in

battle, and let me know how strong the cyborg truly is!" Lin Hao was delighted instead of angry,
his will to fight was once again raised, and his entire body was once again speeding up, killing
towards the Forest Wolf T4000 at breakneck speed!

Forest Wolf T4000's scalp tingled this Chinese king could still become stronger

at this time, what kind of a monster is this, a regenerating heart, what kind of magic did that

woman, give him!

Forest Wolf T4000 was ashamed, angry, but he knew, as long as he didn't die!
He could definitely deliver a devastating blow to Lin Hao, you look at Shen Xiyan so heavily,
then in the future, I will destroy him in front of you!

King of China, you will regret this!



Two? Fuzzy service shade Wu closed fuzzy pickle shade? At once, they
intertwine in one place!

The killing intent is strong!

Forest Wolf T4000 is no longer a top global powerhouse, every moment of the

fight is at the top level! Not like before, all feel short of a breath up, after all, when a strong man
like him, let go of the boil, is very strong!
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Inside the mechanical legion, the giant shark breathed a sigh of relief, this Forest Wolf T4000
held back all the way, finally at the last moment, played the mechanical legion should have the

style, but also considered to save a trace of the mechanical legion's face.

The deputy captain for the forest wolf T4000 is considered disappointing, but
when seeing such a moment, is also some shaking his head, do not know is helpless or what, that
look is quite bizarre ......

The black strongman is also sneering ......

"Forest Wolf this waste is finally stand up, this damn thing, finally did not let us

down.? Zero shan closed yi er zero ground yi? This Chinese king is really strong, but
unfortunately we still have a backhand, we can definitely kill them both! Captain, it is still you
who have wisdom, unlike this group of clowns who are always sneaking around, saying that they
have a plan, but what? Nothing great has been done ......" The giant shark did not forget to step on
the clown and the others at this time.



The clown T4000 said coldly, "Giant shark, don't you feel disgusted with

yourself with your ugly face now? A loser, how dare you have the nerve to mock people?"

The giant shark did not care at all, although his mood was like a roller coaster up
and down, but the ending is still good, that's enough, as for how the process is, who cares?

"Hey, at least many of the kingdoms' divine treasures were snatched by us, unlike
the teams led by some people, but nothing was achieved, yet they always talk about planning a
hundred years of great plans, what are you thinking? What do you think? We're a group of people,
and we're still planning for a hundred years? Do you think you really have the wisdom of China?"
The giant shark then mocked, directly mocking the Joker and the others for their faulty thinking!

These tactics of infiltration and counter-attack were just like playing house in their
eyes in M. Do the truly strong need to use such tactics? Even the strong bear country has been

directly economically defeated by his strong suppression, yet this group of people are using the
means of the losers of most countries as their own idea of moving forward, which is really
funny ......

Joker is like being stabbed to the heart, a time of speech, the deputy captain shook
his head, the joker's philosophy and he still have a lot of people overlap, it is a pity that this joker
T4000 many times can not grasp the focus, he can not do anything about it, had to watch, after
all, he is not good personally down, he did just co-ordinate the plan, ease the conflict, greater
power, he can not use, also dare not use ......

Because the Holy Lord is very strong, the Holy Lord will not let him overstep that

line ......



"Well, all stop talking and focus on the battlefield, after this great battle, I want the
Joker you know that at certain times, being strong is very useful! As Giant Shark said, we are
strong means to break down countless obstacles, that's our advantage, don't give up our
advantage and go the other way! It's a stupid thing to do!" The second-in-command captain

admonished the Joker.

The Giant Shark T4000 couldn't help but look at Joker with glee, while throwing
a provocative look!

The Joker was shaking with anger and furious in his heart, this deputy captain, at
this time, was still speaking for the giant shark? Look at the scene at the moment, he's a loser! He
was so close to losing M's face in the eyes of the world!

The Joker's mind reckoned that his disagreement with Giant Shark was just a

facade to show himself? The purpose was to confuse himself and the others?

The Joker lowered his head with an embarrassed face, and his eyes were all filled
with resentment!
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The deputy captain saw the joker's expression and his teeth ached, this man has really only
learned the skin of the Chinese mind's ability, at this time still thinking about how to fight

internally, what a fool!



The deputy captain then added: "Giant shark, this time in the great battle, you
have seen your impetuousness, when there is no absolute victory, but no immediate support, this
will go down sooner or later is going to pay the price! I hope that next time, you will not be so
impatient when you go on another mission! Do everything with your heads! And get your lazy

attitudes out of the way, the big fight may be coming!"

The Joker heard this and only felt good, he had seen these things for a long time,
but Giant Shark and the others had been going on for decades, and now he was putting himself

down to nothing, and he was talking about some trivial things about Giant Shark and the others?
And that's ridiculous? Is this appeasement? This is simply perfunctory!

The silo has finally all but sunk!

This one isolated island, above the earth is finally disappeared, disappeared inside
the eyes of countless people, and after this great battle, this one isolated island will disappear

forever inside the eyes of human beings, if one day in the future, the sea water drops, people will
still think that this is the crustal movement caused by the bump, it is quite beautiful ......

The Forest Wolf T4000 that burst out was strong.

He was a little chagrined at this time, "If I had had such a mindset earlier, why
would I have been in such a situation! Damn it!"

But there was no turning back time above the world, and even if there was, he
wouldn't have been able to see it!



Lin Hao and the Forest Wolf T4000 traded a punch for a claw!

The wound worsened!

Lin Hao was bleeding profusely, but he shouted, "Yes!"

The Wolf of the Forest T4000 flew backwards for dozens of steps, coughing
violently and spewing a mouthful of blood, cursing angrily through his teeth, "Devil!"

Then he went up again, this was his last punch, this punch, if he still couldn't
defeat Lin Hao, he would surrender!

Because Yuan Wu's breath was so close to him!

"This is the true style of the Mechanical Legion!" The deputy captain gushed, only
unfortunately he didn't say it, after all, how much of a wimp the Forest Wolf T4000 was, meant
how embarrassed he was in the eyes of everyone present ...... He would be counterproductive to

hold him up as an example at this time ......

Only the victor can compile his own personal biography, the narrative of the
bystander, will be always denied, even if he is more real and relevant than the author himself

wrote, but will never reach the satisfaction that people want to know ...... because, the nature of
human existence is a barbarian ......



"Lin Hao, go to hell!" The Forest Wolf T4000 was in full swing, the engine
crossed that tipping point, and at this time with the slightest hint of an accident, he would blow

himself up!

It was just comical that the Forest Wolf T4000 still couldn't change his nature,
which was to cast an energy shield to protect his origin body, which was ridiculous ......

Let the crowd look at each other, a? The West Serve dye Zhaowu pick up the

intention? Time mechanical legion within, do not know what to make evaluation ......

Lin Hao's eyes lit up: "Here it comes!"

Lin Hao knew where the weak point of the Forest Wolf T4000 was and knew that

once he defeated the pair of claws of the Forest Wolf T4000, he would be completely dead!
Wings of Steel had said that a cyborg's Origin Body shattering and exploding would allow for

direct death, but their Origin Bodies were so strong that they normally wouldn't explode as long
as they went could be protected, unless they were maxed out!
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Now this moment of the Forest Wolf T4000 is very strong, like hysteria to let go, but when that
light covers the Silver Claw Origin Body, Lin Hao knows that the ForestWolf T4000 still can not

really let go to fight, he is a little disappointed, but he is still joyful about the victory, because he
is a little tired ......

Bleeding too much, all about to be deflated ......



But he was happy to think that the Heart of Regeneration was about to come into
his hands!

The pair of claws that made the mountains and the sea turn pale, if they were not
protected by the energy shield, they would have been even stronger, even reaching an appallingly
terrifying status, only because the Forest Wolf T4000 used the energy shield to protect them,
making their power somewhat discounted!

The whole body is wrapped in the darkness of Lin Hao, this moment like with the
power of the blackened Lin Hao, again? The darkness of Lin Hao's entire body was wrapped in

darkness, and at this moment it was like he was drawing on the power of the blackened Lin Hao,
again? degree of strength, and at this moment he stood atop the opportunity to advance to the next
level of the Extreme Dao!

Finally!

And the pair collided in one place!

The air shook for a moment!

The island that had sunk after the destruction shattered once more!

A giant tsunami was instantly formed!



Lin Hao's forehead was bruised!

The giant wolf's body rattled!

The sound of crashes, explosions, tsunamis and the rumbling of machine engines

was incessant!

The scene was unbelievably intense!

The giant shark was astonished by this outburst, this fight, was this still one of his
own men? Was he mad? This is a real death!

The giant shark rubbed his eyes, when did this Forest Wolf T4000 become so

ruthless, to fight like this, really not afraid that he would die? But I have to say, this kind of fight
is really cool! It made people's blood boil! He wanted to go back to the battles of his own rising
years, to let go, to be unafraid, to face difficulties, to face strong enemies, to think not of running
away, to think not of how to reserve means, to live! Instead, he thought about how he could defeat

his opponent!

But now, he doesn't have ...... because he is strong, already standing on the

mountain at the top of the world, he has a chance to fight all those people he faces, maybe he
won't win in the end, but as long as he doesn't want to die, he will never die!



And so he would not so much as go into battle, for such a battle would really

kill ......

All the people within the mechanical legion looked a bit incredulous, such a strong
man, to go to battle like this, is really, hard to believe!

After all, they all mentally felt that they wouldn't die if they didn't want to!

So they had another psychology, and that was, the King of China must die!

The mountains and the sea shook!

A strike finally appeared as a beam of light!

Coming fast from splitting between the two!

Lin Hao fell quickly and finally landed on top of a shark's corpse on the level
before he slowly steadied his heels ......

And the ForestWolf T4000 body looked like it had exploded and was floating on

the water, a piece of unknown material dragged him up so that he could use the force to float on

the water, it was high tech stuff!



The situation can be clearly seen, Lin Hao has won!

Forest Wolf T4000 opens his weak eyelids and the faint light allows him to see a

panting Lin Hao who is also suffering! He knew that Lin Hao had won, but he hadn't lost! He still
had some stored functions, and if he really opened them, he might win! But he didn't know if Lin

Hao would have hidden tricks too, so he wouldn't fight it out, after all, who knew if he would win

if he fought again next? He didn't dare to bet on whether Lin Hao had hidden tricks or not, after
all, Yuan Wu was coming!
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His origin body is still in good shape! Given time, he could repair it and then be top-tier strong
again, he was immortal!

Yuanwu is here!

Watching the scene, shocked beyond belief!

Lin Hao dragged his tired body towards the Forest Wolf T4000 and then raised

his fist, only as he was about to strike the Forest Wolf T4000, the Forest Wolf T4000 ejected

straight out and flew into mid-air once more!

Lin Hao's battle spirit rose again and he was ready to chase after him!



Only the Forest Wolf T4000 shouted, "I admit defeat!"

"Wow!"

"Wow!

Everyone was astonished, especially all the superpowered cyborgs who had

landed in the 51st restricted area of M. At this moment, they were all dumbfounded, they had
just fought fiercely and were dying to die, and now they were just surrendering?

Especially Giant Shark, whose face had turned bloodless and embarrassed!

Just now he had vowed to do so, but now what? This Wolf of the Forest T4000
is a fucking asshole! I thought it was the will to fight that exploded, to fight with the King of China
Lin Hao, but the ultimate goal of his people before using the defense shield to protect the origin

body is to not die, then try something, if you can win, the best, if you lose, just surrender!

Picking up the ground to dye the whiskers to dye Wu'er? He's got it all figured
out, and he's really clever! Bloody bastards!

There followed a roar of laughter, only to be interrupted by a violent coughing fit

as the crowd realised the gravity of the situation, but only briefly, before the Joker laughed
rampantly, "If my man was that disgraced, I wouldn't even let him live to see it! It's ridiculous,
losing all the face of our great mechanical legion!"



"Yes, yes, what a loss of face in front of all the nations of the world! The pride we
once had is now gone! Damn it!"

"Enough about him, I wonder if this will happen again in the future in your current
group!"

"If there's one, there must be two. If you want me to say so, it's better to send
them all back for another test and stop abusing them!"

The incessant chattering made the main warring faction, led by the giant shark,
and others not dare to speak up, so at this moment, no matter who it was, they knew it was best to

play dead!

"The most ridiculous thing is that our support has already arrived, and not one, but
two! What kind of a picture do you think will follow? Ahahahaha, I'm laughing just thinking

about it! Laughing my arse off!"

Yes, the back-up arranged by the deputy captain had already arrived, and then

right at this juncture, their man chose to surrender, and before surrendering, he even blasted his

way through a fight, which was simply unbelievable and inscrutable!

Lin Hao's fist had already blasted and struck in mid-air, lingering briefly for a

moment, giving the Forest Wolf T4000 a chance to resist, so that the effect of this fist that was
supposed to be a sure kill did not come out, only seriously injuring the ForestWolf T4000 again.



Lin Hao stared at the Forest Wolf T4000 that had smashed into the sea and floated up, asking in
some wonder, "Surrender? "

Lin Hao was also a little confused, but even though he was confused, he didn't
stop!

"Yes, yes, I surrender, King of China, your strength is simply too powerful, I am
no match for you, I choose to surrender!" Forest Wolf T4000 said in an extremely humble

manner, the whole person was like a clown inside Lin Hao's eyes, ridiculous and pathetic!
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Only, Lin Hao just smiled and didn't give to the ForestWolf T4000 an exact expression, making
his heart a little anxious, how come Yuan Wu hadn't arrived yet! Lin Hao the uncertainty threat is
too great, as soon as YuanWu arrives, he will immediately turn to Yuan Wu, then use the secret of
the mechanical legion to talk Yuan Wu, he really does not want to face this devil again!

After a cold laugh, Lin Hao struck again, he did not have the need to accept the

surrender of the ForestWolf T4000, and the man's surrender was not pure in heart! As the victor,
as the Lin Hao who attacked him, his purpose was simple, to get the Heart of Regeneration, but
this man in front of him, it seems that he didn't have the intention to take out the Heart of
Regeneration!

In other words, his aim, was not to surrender! Don't look so humble now, but his
pride was as presumptuous as the delay in saying anything about the Heart of Regeneration after
surrendering, all along! Such a man, he had not felt the need to let him live! Moreover, he had
humiliated Shen Xiyan, he! He must die!



Even if the king of heaven came, he would have to die!

Lin Hao blasted his fist again, his killing intent growing stronger and stronger,
victory was just around the corner, since this man was unwilling to hand over the Heart of

Regeneration, then he would take it himself!

"No one can humiliate Xiyan!" Lin Hao whispered, rushing in to kill, his aura was
overwhelming, not a trace of fatigue in sight!

Forest Wolf T4000 was practically crying as he mentally cursed, "This damn Lin
Hao, I've chosen to surrender, but he's fine, he still has no intention of stopping! And that Yuan

Wu, why hasn't he come yet? Chinese people, how despicable! This Lin Hao must want the Heart
of Regeneration in my hand! But it's mine! How can I give it to him! Damned Chinese!"

Forest Wolf T4000 suppressed his anger and remained humble, "King of China, I
have already surrendered, why are you still pushing me to death? Aren't all of you Chinese people
a nation of manners? Why are you so devoid of noble character! Of course I don't mean to blame
you, I'm just elaborating on a phenomenon I've read about in Chinese books!"

Forest Wolf T4000 said, "I have to say that this man can say anything in order to
stay alive, and he has really put in a lot of effort, such as the moral kidnapping in China!

His words were heard not only by Lin Hao, but also by the others, and they all

listened in awe, what kind of person is this? Is this still the same powerful and invincible Forest

Wolf T4000 from before, is this what the top powerhouse from M should be like? What a joke!



The corners of Lin Hao's mouth lifted and he laughed coldly in his heart, "If you
are not of my race, your heart will be different.

Seeing the Chinese King kill again, the ForestWolf T4000 was furious in his heart,
suppressing the thought of not attacking violently, he was also forced to take out his true skills

again and resist towards Lin Hao, he couldn't hold back his strength, or he would really be killed!

He felt the Yuanwu and found that he was already on his way again, and not far

away, he sensed a familiar aura!

His eyes lit up, this was ......

support coming?

He was instantly overjoyed, a few ways to go, then he wasn't to blame for not
giving Lin Hao a chance!

The killing intent that permeated the Forest Wolf T4000 wrapped around him,
with the intention of killing him in one fell swoop! The ForestWolf T4000 could also sense it, but
his defensive shield was released once again, while sneering in his heart, he? He? One person

can't deal with Lin Hao, but it's hard for Lin Hao to kill him by himself without any effort!
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And now his own reinforcements have arrived! What was he afraid of?



The moment his defensive shield split open, the Forest Wolf T4000 roared with

glee once again, "Lin Hao, it's not that I didn't give you a chance! But you didn't accept it, I
didn't think that my feigned surrender would fool you, but well, if the ploy doesn't work, then
let's see the real thing!"

At this moment, the ForestWolf T4000 once again went berserk, and changed its
attitude once again in its words, this repeatedly jumping appearance really made people's eyes
drop, there is really no one so strong, but so capricious, without a trace of human character!

The giant shark laughed dryly and had nothing more to explain, and buried his

head, thinking now that it was good that the Forest Wolf T4000 had won, and he didn't want to
think about anything else!

The men the deputy captain had sent over to support him he believed, at least they
must be much more powerful than his own men! Just where exactly had he sent his men? He and

the Joker had some knowledge of the strongest people in the countries where the Mechanical
Legion was hiding, but no matter how hard he thought about it, he couldn't think of anyone above
the T3000 level!

After all, if there are T3000 level people hiding in the countries, we can detect
them, even if they are not T3000 level, even if they are T2000 level, we can still detect them! As
for the countries that have T2000 or T3000 level people lurking around, they are all M's minions,
but these people cannot be touched! Once these people move, they will be the first to know, and
not only that, the radar of other countries will also be able to scan, and then they will really be

exposed!

This was their back hand to face the future war, if they took it out just to deal with
one Lin Hao, he thought the ZF would not agree, so he was wondering who the people who were
coming up to support him were!

Joker was also watching with dead eyes, he knew as much as Giant Shark! After
all, as one of the few strongest and more embraced of the two top powerhouses within the

Mechanical Legion, only knew a lot!

"Who the hell went up there for support? And where was the deputy able to transfer

people there from? Could it be the super strong people that the deputy and the giant shark have

been secretly cultivating over the years? Could it be that they know about the means I've
cultivated?" Joker frowned and stared at the screen with a deadly frown!



Yuan Wu, who had stopped his rapid advance, roared straight up at this moment,
"You guys! You people, you're damned! If I had gone straight up and cooperated with Lin Hao to

kill this man the moment the ForestWolf T4000 said to surrender just now, there wouldn't be the
stalemate that has formed again now!"

"Two T3000 level top powerhouses from the East side attacked, this situation,
bad! Now Lin Hao body physical energy must be depleted a lot, again fight on! Sooner or later,
there will be an accident!" Yuan Wu was furious beyond belief!

The moment the Forest Wolf T4000 said to surrender, Yuan Wu was going to go

up and kill him together with Lin Hao, but then! He received an urgent briefing from the head of

the research group at this time, telling him that he had to capture this Forest Wolf T4000 for their

research no matter what!

At that time, Yuan Wu was furious, saying that the Wings of Steel T3000 was on

its way to be captured back! The other party informed him that this Iron Wings? Shan'er Ai'ixi
Pai Shan Lu? Wings of Steel T3000 was Jun Wu Ren officially joining the Dragon Sect mission,
and if Lin Hao wanted to join the Dragon Sect, he had to capture a T3000 level powerhouse as

well before he could join!
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After hearing these words Yuan Wu was furious, this Dragon Gate! Is it all like this now?

The other party even beautifully said, "Not just any person can join the Dragon
Sect!"

Yuan Wu clenched his fist, he knew that the moment he advanced to Grand

Master, his status in the Dragon Sect would drop extremely fast, but who could have imagined

that in less than half an hour, his status would be suppressed by a leader of a research group?

Dragon Sect, what had happened?

"YuanWu, you have to know how expensive the value of T4000 level research is,
if you miss it once, there won't be a second time!" There was a complete reluctance to confront
Yuan Wu on this issue, instead changing the subject and talking about the importance of the

T4000 level!



"The only thing we want to do to defeat the Mechanical Legion is to research them

to death! Instead of researching a T3000 level, even if we solve the T3000 level cyborgs, what
about the T4000 level ones?" That side went on to say.

Yuan Wu laughed and said with a sneer, "So you're all trash, huh? Lin Hao has

captured a T3000 level cyborg and now he wants him to trade his wife for a T4000 level one?
Don't you guys think it's ridiculous? And since when has Dragon Sect's research team been so

wasteful? Threatening an outsider to elevate themselves? Are you guys that degenerate?"

"Yuanwu! How do you speak!" With a shout over there, he was clearly a little
angry! He had just taken advantage of Yuan Wu's patriotic heart and deliberately led a deliberate

kidnapping, but this Yuan Wu looked like he had eaten some kind of gunpowder today,
completely disregarding face!

Yuan Wu was annoyed, his status was rapidly declining, it was not enough for a
small research team leader to call him by his name, but he even ordered himself to do this and

that again and again, he was really angry!

The Dragon Sect was created by a few of them from the sea of blood, not by this
group of people in the research institute! These people, had they forgotten their roots?

At this time, he had to worry whether the Iron Wings T3000 would be able to

fulfil the conditions Lin Hao had promised the Iron Wings T3000 after he came to the Dragon

Gate Research Group!

If he couldn't, then the Iron Wings T3000 would be annoyed and blow itself up!
Even if the message was passed back to the inside of M's Mechanical Corps before, the
consequences would be unthinkable at that time! This is simply ......

Originally he did not have such a thought, but after seeing the Forest Wolf T4?
遮侍扒西伍闭依爱?000 repeatedly jumping across, he knew that the strongest of the M Nation's
mechanical legion could not think in normal human terms!

Because this group is so afraid of death that they will do anything to stay alive!

The Iron Wings T3000 surrendered and destroyed its own origin body in order

not to die! To expose the information of countless mechanical legions and be willing to let Dragon
Gate study them! And the condition was simple, that he would not be allowed to die, that he
would not be studied and dissected as a real mouse!



And this ForestWolf T4000? An even more powerful cyborg than the IronWings

T3000, he kept defending himself in order to stay alive, even when he finally launched a

desperate fight, he used his defence shield to protect his origin body, and when he was finally

defeated, he immediately surrendered!

Then when they saw someone coming to support them, they immediately changed

their faces! Such a mechanical legion has no noble character, it is simply a rogue!

"Wang Ming, remember who you are and what your status is! And remember who

I am!" Yuan Wu grunted and pondered in his mind, it seemed that it would not work to let Xiao

Ce go forward to clean up the Dragon Gate, nowadays, the Dragon Gate had become no longer the
same as before, was this good or bad?
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And now that this matter has come out, will Lin Hao still go back to this high and mighty Dragon

Sect?

If Lin Hao didn't go, would Jun Wu Regret still join? If you piss off Lin Hao,
you'd have to be a disguised enemy of Jun Wu Regret! After all, the Dragon Sect has very little
training for Jun Wu Regret, if not for the other party's horrible status, with the Dragon Sect group
of people really, really do not see Jun Wu Regret's talent ......

And what about Lin Hao's help to Jun Wu Regret? The fact that Lin Hao was the

one who made all of his glory possible was because of Lin Hao. If Lin Hao had been victimized

by the Dragon Sect, what would Jun Wu Regret do if he knew?

It was unthinkable, he couldn't imagine it at all! The way Jun Wu Regrets would

not join the Dragon Sect!



Lin Hao could not join, but Jun Wu Regret must join!

But this plan that several head figures of the Dragon Sect had made together after
the incident in the East, now seems to be somewhat impossible to accomplish ......

The Dragon Sect is a lifelong pursuit for many people, but? I Shan Shan Serving

Yi Xi 0,000? is for a top powerhouse like Lin Hao, and to be sincere, he really doesn't care ......

"Humph!" Wang Ming coldly snorted, then simply hung up, not caring a bit about
the battle that shifted next!

Yuanwu are promoted to Grand Master, then his status, plummeted, with him
completely no comparison!

Since the T4000 can't be researched, then the T3000 will be researched first!
Retreating to the ...... far side, the two arriving T3000 level powerhouses instantly wrapped Lin

Hao up!

The Forest Wolf T4000 looked at the two T3000 level cyborgs and also looked

and looked, first puzzled, then thought of something and snapped out of it, about to shout out the
identity of the two of them, but was stopped by one of them shouting.

"Forest Wolf T4000, please don't say it." This man had a worn mechanical metal
appearance, rusted in some places, and didn't look like the latest generation of cyborgs!



Lin Hao looked at him, the other party's appearance can not see what model of
cyborg, but from the other party's style of physical appearance, certainly not weak, and for the

products of the old era, Lin Hao all have an indescribable sense of discomfort, just a little
annoying ......

This group of people have old-fashioned ideas, old-fashioned concepts! The
things that are chased are also somewhat out of step with the new era ......

Of course Lin Hao wasn't afraid.

YuanWu, who had arrived from afar, shot an apologetic wink at Lin Hao, who did
not speak or show any expression! Just now, after Yuan Wu hit the three submarines, Lin Hao was
feeling Yuan Wu coming over, only he didn't know what the other party was doing and delayed

a few seconds, however it was these few seconds that missed the opportunity to kill the Forest

Wolf T4000!

For this opportunity, Lin Hao felt sorry, but also did not say to go thus to this

group of people feel upset or something, he just think, he was not able to kill the Forest Wolf

T4000 at that moment, is his own strength is not strong enough ......

He questioned only himself, just at the same time with another thought to think
about his relationship with the so-called Dragon Gate ......



Can't see Lin Hao character expression, which makes Yuan Wu some

disappointment, to be honest, he would like to see Lin Hao angry angry blame look, but also don't
want to see Lin Hao indifferent expression, indifference means don't care ......

Not caring, is hitting him in the heart of the worry ...... thousands of miles to run
is to protect pull Lin Hao, but in the end? It turned out to be this way ......

Chapter 1450

Hey, I don't know who to blame ......

Yuan Wu looked towards this new two mechanical people, these two he is more
familiar with, forty years ago that a great battle, these two said at the time was declared dead, now
it seems to be fake death, and as they guessed, is in the East Japan! As expected, M control

means has not been weak, the country of East Japan, just laugh, just laughing, but suddenly more
than a touch of sadness ......

One of these two is called Arashiyama and the other is called White Dwarf. The
names of these two people are very elaborate and were researched to target China. Arashiyama
was named after Mount Tai, the first of the five mountains in China, while White Dwarf came

from the mythical legend of Earthen Sun. It's not just their names that have their origins, it's also
their own characteristics!

But looking at the high school, I'm afraid that White Dwarf doesn't have much
room to play. Of course, it's the same as before, but if it's changed now, he doesn't know!



He is a great earth vanisher, but now he is on the sea, how can he vanish the earth?
How can he disappear into the sea?

And the few lands that were left were sunk by Lin Hao and the Forest Wolf
T4000!

Thinking of this, Yuan Wu looked at Bai Dwarf and found that this man looked

embarrassed, it seems that he also did not expect that the island had been sunk, so that means that
his characteristics are probably gone? Now it's all about hard power?

That's not to mention, a surprise!

Inside the Mechanical Legion!

Giant Shark's entire body was stunned as he watched White Dwarf and

Arashiyama appear. Joker was even more shocked that his jaw was about to drop!

This was, Arashiyama and White Dwarf? They hadn't died?

"These are my two brothers! Forty years ago, they fought a great battle. They're
my brothers! If they hadn't chosen to 'die' at that time, we would have two more super powerful
T4000 level fighters in our conference room!"



The Joker said excitedly, these two were close to him, it was just a shame that he
had always thought they were both dead, but now he couldn't imagine that the Deputy Captain
had hidden them, it was just too mind boggling, but he was especially happy!

There hadn't been many pieces of news that had pleased him in all those years,
and this counted as one! The previous resurrection counted as one!

So powerful that a second life in the Joker's eyes only possessed the same happy

mood as them being alive, just to know how close he was to these two ......

The giant shark's eyes drifted, these two were still alive and well ......

He had been quite happy, but when he learned that it was these two who backed

him up, his heart was very unpleasant! Even for such a moment, he would rather these two people
die, and then even the Forest Wolf T4000 can go to hell ...... than these two people are still
alive ......

These two are really top powerhouses, their strength, as long as they return to the
headquarters to upgrade a little, play out the strength, compared to the current headquarters inside
some T4000 level are more powerful!

And once they both advanced to become T4000, then the strength of the two of
them, in a certain situation, two people can completely tangle with themselves for a long time ......
such combat power, he really does not want the two of them to become the Joker's partners ......



Who would have thought that what was a good thing would now give him such a
headache ......

"Lin Hao, this duo is not bad in strength! But this White Dwarf's characteristics
can't be brought into play because this place is the sea, and his strength is cut in half! But the other
one Arashiyama strength is indeed top, back then he was not weak, although he has been hiding in
the East for the past forty years, but it can not be said that there is not an ounce of refinement!"
Yuan Wu said to Lin Hao, without hiding.
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